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Abstract: A continuous somatosensory stimulation evokes a steady state response in the cortex, which 
can be measured using electroencephalography. We applied mechanical multisine stimulation of the wrist 
to investigate the properties of the steady state response in the frequency domain. Our results show a 
response in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex at the stimulated frequencies yet with more power at 
their even harmonics, indicating substantial nonlinear behavior. The observed cortical response to a 
mechanical somatosensory stimulation is time invariant and nonlinear, however shows no subharmonics, 
allowing for the application of a broad range of (non)linear system identification tools. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Human motion control entails the feed-forward and feedback 
control of posture. The central nervous system uses 
information from sensors (proprioceptors) to control 
actuators (muscles). Movement disorders cause erroneous 
control and often have an unknown pathophysiology (Obeso 
et al., 2014, Smith et al., 2014b). By studying human motion 
control we can increase our understanding of the 
pathophysiologies of movement disorders. Much work has 
been done regarding human motion control with respect to 
reflexive feedback (e.g. Kearney et al. (1997), Schouten et al. 
(2008), Lewis et al. (2010)). These studies use system 
identification techniques to assess joint and muscle dynamics, 
and focus on short latency reflexive feedback, which is 
believed to originate from the spinal cord. 

The use of system identification techniques to assess the 
cortical involvement in human motion control is currently 
underexplored. Cortical activity can be noninvasively 
recorded with a high temporal resolution and reasonable 
spatial resolution using electroencephalography (EEG). In 
this study we take a first step to explore the relationship 
between somatosensory input at the periphery and the 
response in the cortex, using system identification techniques. 

Nevertheless, extracting information from cortical signals 
generated by external stimuli has been around for a long time. 
Cortical responses to sensory stimuli can be obtained by 
applying transient stimuli or repetitive stimulation (Capilla et 

al., 2011). Due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio of cortical 
signals recorded with EEG, many (in the order of hundreds) 
stimuli have to be applied to enable averaging and therewith 
sufficient noise reduction. An event related potential (ERP) 
can be obtained by averaging the cortical response to 
transient stimuli. Alternatively, by recording the cortical 
response to repetitive stimuli (such as a square wave or 
sinusoidal signal) and omitting the transient response, a 
steady state response (SSR) is obtained (Regan, 1966). 

SSRs are obtained from stimulating a specific sensory 
systems (e.g. visual or auditory system). In the visual system 
SSRs have been obtained for clinically related purposes, such 
as investigating migraine (Angelini et al., 2004) and 
schizophrenia (Clementz et al., 2004, Brenner et al., 2009) as 
well as to obtain an improved general understanding of the 
visual system (Narici et al., 1998, Herrmann, 2001). 
Similarly, SSRs have been obtained from the auditory system 
(Stapells et al., 1984). 

SSRs from the somatosensory system can be studied for 
example by applying electrical stimulation over sensory 
nerves (Narici et al., 1998) or by applying mechanical 
stimuli. Due to our interest in human motion control, we 
focus on mechanical stimuli as they are closest to 
disturbances we experience during daily tasks. The number of 
studies investigating mechanically evoked SSRs (MSSRs) in 
humans is limited; Table 1 gives an overview of all published 
studies involving MSSR to the best of our knowledge. 
MSSRs are in most studies obtained using tactile stimulation, 
either using low frequencies (<40 Hz) signals (e.g. 
Giabbiconi et al., 2004, Nangini et al., 2006) or a high 
frequency carrier signal (128-200 Hz) which is amplitude 
modulated at lower frequencies (<40 Hz) (e.g. Tobimatsu et 
al., 1999, Müller-Putz et al., 2006). MSSRs have been 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. The right forearm of the subject is strapped 
into an armrest and the right hand is strapped to the handle, requiring no 
hand force to hold the handle. Both angle of and torque at the axis of the 
motor are recorded. 

Table 1. Literature on MSSR. Literature is 
categorized based if the authors reported on finding 
harmonics in the MSSR. Asterisk (*) indicates there 

was some ambiguity about the presence of harmonics 

No harmonics Weinberg et al. (1989), Kelly and 
Folger (1999), Müller et al. (2001), 
(Smith et al., 2014b), Giabbiconi et 
al. (2004), Müller-Putz et al. (2006), 
Nangini et al. (2006), Giabbiconi et 
al. (2007), Bardouille and Ross 
(2008), Adler et al. (2009), Bardouille 
et al. (2010), Severens et al. (2010), 
Spitzer et al. (2010), Spitzer and 
Blankenburg (2011), Voisin et al. 
(2011a), Voisin et al. (2011b), 
Breitwieser et al. (2011), Breitwieser 
et al. (2012), Severens et al. (2013), 
Teale et al. (2013), Canizales et al. 
(2013), Marcoux et al. (2014), Ahn et 
al. (2014), Smith et al. (2014a), Pang 
and Mueller (2014), Pokorny et al. 
(2014) 

Harmonics Snyder (1992), Tobimatsu et al. 
(1999), Tobimatsu et al. (2000)*, 
Goto et al. (2003)*, Jamali and Ross 
(2012), Budd and Timora (2013), 
Campfens et al. (2013), Jamali and 
Ross (2013), Porcu et al. (2013), Ross 
et al. (2013), Timora and Budd (2013) 

Subharmonics Langdon et al. (2011) 

 
obtained from stimulating the fingers, palm of the hand, sole 
of the foot and from the wrist, resulting in a response in the 
contralateral sensorimotor area. 

Interestingly, several studies reported a response at 
harmonics of the stimulated frequency, while other studies 
did not. One study even reports the presence of subharmonics 
in the MSSR. Harmonics and subharmonics in the MSSR 
indicate nonlinear behavior of the system. Since 

(sub)harmonics will govern the type of usable analysis tools, 
it is important to establish their presence. 

System identification techniques can be a valuable tool to 
investigate the cortical involvement during human motion 
control. The goal of this study is to characterize the 
mechanically evoked steady state response (MSSR) at the 
cortex and therewith establish the type of system 
identification tools which can be applied to this type of 
signals. 

2. APPLICATION TO RECORDED EEG DATA 

2.1 Experimental protocol 

To evoke a proprioceptive MSSR at the cortex, small 
rotations were imposed on the right wrist of the participant 
using a robotic manipulator (MOOG, The Netherlands), see 
Fig. 1. EEG was recorded using a 128 channel EEG cap 
(ANT, The Netherlands) and amplifier (TMSi, The 
Netherlands) which acquired data at 2048 Hz. Three healthy 
volunteers participated in the experiment. The participants 
performed a passive task in which they were instructed to 
relax and ignore the imposed movements of the wrist. The 
participant were furthermore instructed to gaze at the circle in 
the center of the screen and to not move during trials. 

Sinusoidal stimulation signals with multiple excited 
frequencies (e.g. f1 and f2) allows for detection of nonlinear 
distortions at harmonics of these frequencies (e.g. 2f1 and 3f2) 
as well as at intermodulation frequencies (e.g. f1+f2 and 2f1-
f2). Intermodulation distortions and higher harmonics can 
reveal the order of the nonlinearity, where the higher 
harmonics might be attenuated by for example the presence 
of low pass characteristics. It is important to note that the use 
of square waves as stimulation signals will (unintentionally) 
include higher harmonics in the input signal (Teng et al., 
2011) and will therefore hinder determining the origin of 
power at the harmonics in the recorded EEG signal. 

In this study we applied a multisine signal as a periodic 
stimulus, which is defined as: 

    
1

0
1

cos 2
N

k k
k

r t A f kt 




   (1) 

where k is the frequency line (integer number), Ak and k  are 
the amplitude and phase at frequency line k, f0 is the 
frequency resolution in hertz, N is the number of samples (as 
well as frequency lines) in one period and t is the time vector 
describing one period of the signal. Frequency line k 
corresponds to the Fourier coefficients, where k=0 is the DC 
coefficient and is omitted to have a zero-mean signal. The 
multisine signal was designed at a sampling rate of 2048 Hz 
to match the sampling rate of the robotic manipulator and had 
a period duration of 1 s (i.e. f0=1 Hz, N=2048). The excited 
frequencies in the multisine signal were 3, 7 and 11 Hz. 
Phases were randomly selected from a uniform distribution 
between 0 and 2π rad. The amplitude of the excited 
frequencies decayed with -20 dB/dec by decreasing Ak for 
increasing values of k, so the spectrum of the velocity signal 
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al. (2007), Bardouille and Ross 
(2008), Adler et al. (2009), Bardouille 
et al. (2010), Severens et al. (2010), 
Spitzer et al. (2010), Spitzer and 
Blankenburg (2011), Voisin et al. 
(2011a), Voisin et al. (2011b), 
Breitwieser et al. (2011), Breitwieser 
et al. (2012), Severens et al. (2013), 
Teale et al. (2013), Canizales et al. 
(2013), Marcoux et al. (2014), Ahn et 
al. (2014), Smith et al. (2014a), Pang 
and Mueller (2014), Pokorny et al. 
(2014) 

Harmonics Snyder (1992), Tobimatsu et al. 
(1999), Tobimatsu et al. (2000)*, 
Goto et al. (2003)*, Jamali and Ross 
(2012), Budd and Timora (2013), 
Campfens et al. (2013), Jamali and 
Ross (2013), Porcu et al. (2013), Ross 
et al. (2013), Timora and Budd (2013) 

Subharmonics Langdon et al. (2011) 

 
obtained from stimulating the fingers, palm of the hand, sole 
of the foot and from the wrist, resulting in a response in the 
contralateral sensorimotor area. 

Interestingly, several studies reported a response at 
harmonics of the stimulated frequency, while other studies 
did not. One study even reports the presence of subharmonics 
in the MSSR. Harmonics and subharmonics in the MSSR 
indicate nonlinear behavior of the system. Since 

(sub)harmonics will govern the type of usable analysis tools, 
it is important to establish their presence. 

System identification techniques can be a valuable tool to 
investigate the cortical involvement during human motion 
control. The goal of this study is to characterize the 
mechanically evoked steady state response (MSSR) at the 
cortex and therewith establish the type of system 
identification tools which can be applied to this type of 
signals. 

2. APPLICATION TO RECORDED EEG DATA 

2.1 Experimental protocol 

To evoke a proprioceptive MSSR at the cortex, small 
rotations were imposed on the right wrist of the participant 
using a robotic manipulator (MOOG, The Netherlands), see 
Fig. 1. EEG was recorded using a 128 channel EEG cap 
(ANT, The Netherlands) and amplifier (TMSi, The 
Netherlands) which acquired data at 2048 Hz. Three healthy 
volunteers participated in the experiment. The participants 
performed a passive task in which they were instructed to 
relax and ignore the imposed movements of the wrist. The 
participant were furthermore instructed to gaze at the circle in 
the center of the screen and to not move during trials. 

Sinusoidal stimulation signals with multiple excited 
frequencies (e.g. f1 and f2) allows for detection of nonlinear 
distortions at harmonics of these frequencies (e.g. 2f1 and 3f2) 
as well as at intermodulation frequencies (e.g. f1+f2 and 2f1-
f2). Intermodulation distortions and higher harmonics can 
reveal the order of the nonlinearity, where the higher 
harmonics might be attenuated by for example the presence 
of low pass characteristics. It is important to note that the use 
of square waves as stimulation signals will (unintentionally) 
include higher harmonics in the input signal (Teng et al., 
2011) and will therefore hinder determining the origin of 
power at the harmonics in the recorded EEG signal. 

In this study we applied a multisine signal as a periodic 
stimulus, which is defined as: 

    
1

0
1

cos 2
N

k k
k

r t A f kt 




   (1) 

where k is the frequency line (integer number), Ak and k  are 
the amplitude and phase at frequency line k, f0 is the 
frequency resolution in hertz, N is the number of samples (as 
well as frequency lines) in one period and t is the time vector 
describing one period of the signal. Frequency line k 
corresponds to the Fourier coefficients, where k=0 is the DC 
coefficient and is omitted to have a zero-mean signal. The 
multisine signal was designed at a sampling rate of 2048 Hz 
to match the sampling rate of the robotic manipulator and had 
a period duration of 1 s (i.e. f0=1 Hz, N=2048). The excited 
frequencies in the multisine signal were 3, 7 and 11 Hz. 
Phases were randomly selected from a uniform distribution 
between 0 and 2π rad. The amplitude of the excited 
frequencies decayed with -20 dB/dec by decreasing Ak for 
increasing values of k, so the spectrum of the velocity signal 
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Fig. 2. Responses at the component with the highest SNR for each subject (row 1 to 3). The first column shows weight distribution of electrodes in the 
component (presented on arbitrary symetric scale: red is positive weighing and blue is negative weighing of the electrodes indicated in black dots). Second 
column shows averaged time response. Third column shows the avergaed autospectral density for all periods and the fourth column shows the auto spectral 
density for the average of all periods (dots) and additionally the noise level (solid line) as calculated in (3). 

 is flat (the stretch sensors in the muscles are thought to be 
primarily velocity sensitive). The amplitude of the time 
domain signal was set to have a maximum absolute 
amplitude 0.03 rad (~1.7 deg). An experiment consisted of 
twenty trials, where each trial is defined as 60 s consecutively 
recorded periods. Between trials there was a small break. The 
first 5 periods of each trial were discarded to remove 
transient effects; so eventually for each participant 1100 
periods of 1 s were used for analysis. 

2.2 Data processing 

Data processing was performed using FieldTrip (Oostenveld 
et al., 2011) and MATLAB R2014a (The Mathworks, Inc., 
USA). Electrodes with poor connectivity to the scalp and 
therefore picking up large amounts of noise were removed 
from the analysis. All data were high-pass filtered with a 
fourth order Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency 2 Hz). Due 
to the high electrical conductivity of the brain, a signal 
recorded at an EEG electrode contains contributions from 
multiple cortical sources. This volume conduction effect can 
be mitigated by separating the mixed signals at the electrodes 
into independent signals at separate sources using an 
independent component analysis (ICA) (Makeig et al., 1996). 
ICA is a commonly used technique for neural signals and 
allows for blind source separation, meaning no prior 
knowledge is required on the signal mixing process. The 
output of the ICA algorithm is a set of weights, which 
determine how all electrodes are weighed in each component. 
Relevant signal sources can in this way be separated from 
noise sources (e.g. eye blinks and muscle contractions).  

2.3 Analysis tools 

All data are transformed to the frequency domain, where 
   pX k  represents the Fourier transformed signal of an 

independent component (obtained with ICA) for each 
recorded period (p). 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a signal at a component is 
calculated using the power in the signal (2) and the sample 
variance (3). 
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where P is the total number of periods (P=1100). The SNR is 
subsequently calculated: 
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Only the component with highest SNR is used for further 
analysis, as this component is assumed to reflect the response 
most strongly related to the stimulus. 

The time domain response at the component with the highest 
SNR can be obtained by averaging over all periods, thereby 
reducing the influence of noise. The auto spectral density of 
the response can be obtained in two ways: (I) by calculating 
the auto spectral density for each of the 1100 periods and 
subsequently averaging the auto spectral density over these 
periods; or (II) by averaging the time domain signal over 
1100 periods and subsequently calculating the auto spectral 
density over the obtained signal. Both methods have been 
applied before (e.g. Ross et al., 2013) and yield different 
information on the cortical response. In this paper both 
methods were applied. 

Taking a Fourier transform over one whole 55 s trial allows 
us to see ‘in between’ the frequencies which enables 
detection of slow time-variant behavior (Lataire and Pintelon, 
2009). The frequency resolution is now increased from 1 Hz 
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Fig 3. Average cortical response for the ICA component with the highest 
SNR for all three subjects. Blue line: subject 1, red line: subject 2, yellow 
line: subject 3. Correlations between the signals ranged from 054 to 0.65, 
which is relatively high considering these cortical responses come from 
(low SNR) recordings from different participants. 

 
Fig. 4 Frequency domain results for a representative subject (subject 1). 
Top plot is similar to the top right plot in Figure 2, however the 
frequency points have been color/shape coded to provide more details. 
Black circles: stimulated frequencies (3, 7, 11 Hz), red triangles: odd 
unstimulated frequencies, blue squares: even unstimulated frequencies, 
green solid line: noise level nX(k). Middle plot shows the FFT of twenty 
averaged 48 s trials. Black squares: integer frequencies, red circles: 
noninteger frequencies. Bottom plot shows the FFT of one 55 s trial. 
Black squares: integer frequencies, red circles: noninteger frequencies. 

to 1/55 Hz. The frequency points in between the integer 
frequencies give an indication of the noise level. If there is a 
higher response at frequency points very close to the integer 
frequencies, we can conclude that there are slow time 
variations present. If this behavior occurs, the measured 
response will not exactly fit the (rectangular) observation 

window of 1s and leakage will occur. 

Additionally we want to investigate the presence of 
subharmonics. Considering we only stimulated odd integer 
prime frequencies, these subharmonics are most likely to 
occur at non-integer frequencies (e.g. at ½, ⅓ and ¼ of a 
stimulated frequency). To obtain a frequency resolution that 
permits the detection of these frequencies we removed some 
additional periods from the beginning of a trial, leaving 48 
periods for each trial. By averaging all twenty trials with 48 
consecutively recorded periods, we obtain strong noise 
reduction as well as a frequency resolution allowing to check 
for the presence of subharmonics. 

A response at unstimulated frequencies indicate nonlinear 
behavior. Since only odd frequencies were excited, we can 
distinguish between even (    y u y u   ) and odd 
(    y u y u  )) nonlinear behavior, since they result in a 
response at even and odd frequencies respectively (Pintelon 
and Schoukens, 2012). By regarding the unstimulated 
frequencies that show a response and relating them to the 
frequencies in the input signal an estimate of the order of the 
nonlinearity can be obtained. 

3. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the response of the component having the 
highest SNR for each participant. Each of these components 
has a similar weight distribution, indicating a similar set of 
electrodes contributes to the signal at this component. Such a 
distribution is expected to be the result of a cortical source in 
the contralateral (left) sensorimotor area. 

The average time domain response for each participant is 
presented in the second column of Figure 2. The responses 
are not identical, however when directly comparing them in 
Figure 3 it is apparent that the three response share many 
features. 

The auto spectral density (Figure 2, column 3) shows the 
presence of the intrinsic alpha (around 10 Hz) and beta 
(around 20 Hz) rhythms, which are typical for a wakeful 
relaxed state. The power for these rhythms varies per 
participant. The typical decrease of power with 1/f is often 
observed in biological systems. When we average all the 
recorded responses before calculating the power (Figure 2, 
column 4), the intrinsic rhythms are less apparent. This 
occurs because these rhythms are not related to the stimulus 
and will therefore be removed by averaging. Hence, the 
intrinsic rhythms will for a large part be regarded as noise, as 
can be seen in the noise level (Figure 2, column 4). 

Our stimulation signal only contained three frequencies. 
Figure 2 (column 4) illustrates there is a response at much 
more frequencies than the number of stimulated frequencies.  

More detailed results are presented for one representative 
participant in Figure 4. Figure 4 (top plot) shows the power in 
the signal after first averaging over 1100 periods. There is 
little power in the stimulated frequencies compared to the 
unstimulated frequencies. The relative output power at the 
stimulated frequencies is limited to 2%, 18% and 5% for the 
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(low SNR) recordings from different participants. 

 
Fig. 4 Frequency domain results for a representative subject (subject 1). 
Top plot is similar to the top right plot in Figure 2, however the 
frequency points have been color/shape coded to provide more details. 
Black circles: stimulated frequencies (3, 7, 11 Hz), red triangles: odd 
unstimulated frequencies, blue squares: even unstimulated frequencies, 
green solid line: noise level nX(k). Middle plot shows the FFT of twenty 
averaged 48 s trials. Black squares: integer frequencies, red circles: 
noninteger frequencies. Bottom plot shows the FFT of one 55 s trial. 
Black squares: integer frequencies, red circles: noninteger frequencies. 

to 1/55 Hz. The frequency points in between the integer 
frequencies give an indication of the noise level. If there is a 
higher response at frequency points very close to the integer 
frequencies, we can conclude that there are slow time 
variations present. If this behavior occurs, the measured 
response will not exactly fit the (rectangular) observation 

window of 1s and leakage will occur. 

Additionally we want to investigate the presence of 
subharmonics. Considering we only stimulated odd integer 
prime frequencies, these subharmonics are most likely to 
occur at non-integer frequencies (e.g. at ½, ⅓ and ¼ of a 
stimulated frequency). To obtain a frequency resolution that 
permits the detection of these frequencies we removed some 
additional periods from the beginning of a trial, leaving 48 
periods for each trial. By averaging all twenty trials with 48 
consecutively recorded periods, we obtain strong noise 
reduction as well as a frequency resolution allowing to check 
for the presence of subharmonics. 

A response at unstimulated frequencies indicate nonlinear 
behavior. Since only odd frequencies were excited, we can 
distinguish between even (    y u y u   ) and odd 
(    y u y u  )) nonlinear behavior, since they result in a 
response at even and odd frequencies respectively (Pintelon 
and Schoukens, 2012). By regarding the unstimulated 
frequencies that show a response and relating them to the 
frequencies in the input signal an estimate of the order of the 
nonlinearity can be obtained. 

3. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the response of the component having the 
highest SNR for each participant. Each of these components 
has a similar weight distribution, indicating a similar set of 
electrodes contributes to the signal at this component. Such a 
distribution is expected to be the result of a cortical source in 
the contralateral (left) sensorimotor area. 

The average time domain response for each participant is 
presented in the second column of Figure 2. The responses 
are not identical, however when directly comparing them in 
Figure 3 it is apparent that the three response share many 
features. 

The auto spectral density (Figure 2, column 3) shows the 
presence of the intrinsic alpha (around 10 Hz) and beta 
(around 20 Hz) rhythms, which are typical for a wakeful 
relaxed state. The power for these rhythms varies per 
participant. The typical decrease of power with 1/f is often 
observed in biological systems. When we average all the 
recorded responses before calculating the power (Figure 2, 
column 4), the intrinsic rhythms are less apparent. This 
occurs because these rhythms are not related to the stimulus 
and will therefore be removed by averaging. Hence, the 
intrinsic rhythms will for a large part be regarded as noise, as 
can be seen in the noise level (Figure 2, column 4). 

Our stimulation signal only contained three frequencies. 
Figure 2 (column 4) illustrates there is a response at much 
more frequencies than the number of stimulated frequencies.  

More detailed results are presented for one representative 
participant in Figure 4. Figure 4 (top plot) shows the power in 
the signal after first averaging over 1100 periods. There is 
little power in the stimulated frequencies compared to the 
unstimulated frequencies. The relative output power at the 
stimulated frequencies is limited to 2%, 18% and 5% for the 
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three participants respectively. It is clear that most of the 
power is in the even unstimulated frequencies (e.g. 6, 8, 10, 
14, 18 and 22 Hz).  

Figure 4 (middle plot) shows that there is no response at ½, ⅓ 
and ¼ of the stimulated frequencies, suggesting there are no 
subharmonics present. All frequencies with power above 
noise level are integer frequencies, except around the alpha 
rhythm and around 50 Hz. 

Figure 4 (bottom plot) illustrates the magnitude of the Fourier 
transform of one out of twenty 55 s trials. There are 54 data 
points in between each integer frequency. The dots around 
50Hz indicate the noise picked up from the mains. Around 8 
to 10 Hz the effect of the alpha rhythm is visible. The 
neighboring non-integer frequencies around 18 and 22 Hz do 
not show increased power compared to the non-neighboring 
non-integer frequencies, indicating there is no time variant 
behavior of the cortical response. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In this study we used novel frequency domain signal analysis 
techniques to characterize the cortical response to mechanical 
somatosensory stimuli. Exploring the presence of 
nonlinearities and time variant behavior is an essential step in 
system identification, since it determines which analysis 
techniques can be used to study the system. This initial 
characterization is often neglected in the neuroscience 
community, where measures such as linear coherence are 
often used and where the cortical response is often only 
analyzed at the stimulated frequency. We provide evidence 
for a nonlinear yet time-invariant response. 

4.1 Mechanical sensory stimuli evoke a cortical response 

By applying small rotations to the wrist joint we evoked a 
response in the brain which is correlated to those rotations, as 
has been correspondingly shown in previous literature on 
MSSRs. The averaged time domain responses (Fig. 3) reveal 
similarity between participants, suggesting the signals are 
generated by a similar system. The applied rotations stimulate 
the proprioceptive systems, although we cannot exclude 
contributions from cutaneous receptors. For the proposed 
method of characterizing the response, the exact origin of the 
response is not crucial. Dedicated experiments can be 
designed to separate proprioceptive and cutaneous 
contributions. 

4.2 Harmonics and intermodulation 

The results show most of the power is in the unstimulated 
frequencies, more specifically at the even harmonics, 
indicating the presence of an even nonlinear operator. 
Therefore, describing the relation between stimulus and 
response in the EEG using linear techniques should be 
approached with caution. The response of a nonlinear system 
depends on the amplitude and distribution of the stimulus 
signal, as well as on the operating point in which the system 
is studied, thereby hindering comparison between recordings. 

A nonlinear system can be linearized, however particularly in 
an even nonlinear system this will have little chance of 
success. The strongest response appears at twice the 
stimulated frequencies (2f1) and at combinations between two 
stimulated frequencies (f1+f2 and f1-f2), indicating the 
presence of a second order nonlinear operator. However, the 
response shows power at other frequencies than the 
harmonics and intermodulation products for the second order, 
pointing to a complex static or dynamic nonlinear system. 

4.3 Subharmonics 

Subharmonics are commonly found in VSSRs (e.g. 
Herrmann, 2001, Angelini et al., 2004). The occurrence of 
subharmonics in SSSRs was only found by Langdon et al. 
(2011). In this study we did not encounter the presence of 
subharmonics. The lack of subharmonics and the presence of 
a periodic response indicates the system behaves as a “period 
in, same period out” system which permits the use of a large 
set of (non)linear system identification techniques (Pintelon 
and Schoukens, 2012). 

4.4 Time variant behavior 

The observed responses appears to be limited to the integer 
frequencies; the power at directly neighboring frequencies is 
not higher than at the non-direct neighbors of integer 
frequencies, indicating there is no slow time variant behavior 
within a trial. Because the response of interest occurs at 
integer frequencies, there will be no leakage when the 1 s 
segments are analyzed without applying a window. 

4.5 Recommendations and future work 

The apparent nonlinearity in the system can be further 
investigated using for example cross frequency coupling 
measures (Yang et al., 2015). Additional research will reveal 
if the response is governed by a static nonlinear operation 
with a neural time delay or if there are also dynamics 
involved. Increased understanding of the cortical response to 
stimulation during a passive task paves the way for 
investigating the role of the cortex in active motion control 
tasks. The presented approach can be similarly applied to 
different types of mechanical, visual or auditory stimulation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The cortical response to mechanical stimulation (mechanical 
steady state responses, MSSR) of the wrist contains 
substantial nonlinear components. The applied novel system 
identification techniques allow for the extraction of extra 
information from the MSSR, without extra experimental 
effort. The observed cortical response to a mechanical 
somatosensory stimulation is time invariant and nonlinear, 
however shows no subharmonics, allowing for the 
application of a broad range of (non)linear system 
identification tools. 
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